This paper considers a cross-layer optimization problem driven by multi-timescale stochastic exogenous processes in wireless communication networks. Due to the hierarchical information structure in a wireless network, a mixed timescale stochastic iterative algorithm is proposed to track the timevarying optimal solution of the cross-layer optimization problem, where the variables are partitioned into short-term controls updated in a faster timescale, and long-term controls updated in a slower timescale. We focus on establishing a convergence analysis framework for such multi-timescale algorithms, which is difficult due to the timescale separation of the algorithm and the time-varying nature of the exogenous processes. To cope with this challenge, we model the algorithm dynamics using stochastic differential equations (SDEs) and show that the study of the algorithm convergence is equivalent to the study of the stochastic stability of a virtual stochastic dynamic system (VSDS). Leveraging the techniques of Lyapunov stability, we derive a sufficient condition for the algorithm stability and a tracking error bound in terms of the parameters of the multitimescale exogenous processes. Numerical results match with the theoretical insights and demonstrate performance advantage for the proposed mixed timescale algorithm.
I. INTRODUCTION
Cross-layer resource optimization plays a critical role in the radio resource management of modern wireless communication networks. In the existing literature, the cross-layer controls can be divided into two categories. When the system states are slowly varying and easy to acquire, it is desirable to adapt the system controls to the instantaneous realizations of system states. On the other hand, when the system states are fast time-varying, the cross-layer control adaptation can be done on the system state statistics instead of real-time realizations. In practice, acquiring global real-time system states usually involves network-wise message passing, which induces an inevitable signaling latency, and hence it is challenging to adopt real-time system state adaptations in wireless networks. In fact, system states usually evolve in mixed timescales in wireless networks. For example, the small scale fading of a wireless channel changes in a short timescale (such as 10 ms), while the path loss changes in a longer timescale (such as minutes) [1] . When the system has a multi-timescale state evolution, we can partition the controls in different timescales accordingly based on the information structure from the system topology. As an illustration, consider a wireless heterogeneous network depicted in Fig. 1 , where the mobile users transmit data flows to the macro BS with the assistance of the RSs. One good strategy is to partition the controls into local short-term power control p and global longterm flow control r, where the power control p adapts to the instantaneous CSI locally and the flow rate r adapts to the CSI statistics with a global coordination.
Pervious works on cross-layer control with timescale separations did not consider the convergence issue when mixed timescale iterative algorithms were employed for the optimizations under the time-varying system states [2] - [4] . They simply assumed the iterative algorithm would converge to the optimum before the system states had changed. However, this assumption is unrealistic especially for large scale wireless networks. When the system states change sufficiently fast in the fast timescale to affect the short-term control, and the network message passing has a long latency to affect the long-term control, there will be algorithm convergence errors. Therefore, it is of great importance to understand the convergence behavior of the mixed timescale algorithms under multi-timescale system states.
In this paper, we propose a stochastic cross-layer control framework under multi-timescales state processes. The control variables are partitioned into a short-term control and a longterm control, obtained from mixed timescale iterative stochastic algorithms. We focus on establishing a convergence analysis framework for such mixed timescale iterative algorithms. Towards this end, we model the algorithm dynamics and the tracking errors using continuous-time stochastic differential equations (SDEs). We show that the study of the algorithm convergence is equivalent to the study of the stochastic stability of a virtual stochastic dynamic system (VSDS). Based on this insight, we derive an upper bound on the tracking error in terms of the parameters of the multi-timescale exogenous processes using stochastic Lyapunov stability techniques. Numerical simulations verified the theoretical insights obtained and also demonstrate performance advantage for the proposed mixed timescale algorithm.
II. SYSTEM MODEL A. A Cross-Layer Stochastic Optimization Formulation 1) Network Model and CSI Dynamics:
We consider a wireless network with N s static nodes and N m mobile nodes. The location of the static nodes are fixed, and the mobile nodes are moving in a restricted region. Nodes are interconnected through wireless links, and the network topology can be represented by a directed graph G = (N , L), where N is the set of nodes and L is the set of wireless links that connect the transmitters and the receivers. Since the node mobility is restricted, we assume that the network topology is fixed.
Define the CSI for the j-th link as h j = h l j h s j , where h l j = c 0 D −ι j ∈ H l is the path loss with c 0 being an antennagain-related constant, and h s j ∈ H s is the small-scale fading coefficient [1] . D j ≥ D min is the distance between the transmitter and receiver on the j-th link, and ι is the path loss exponent. The dynamics of h l j (t) and h s j (t) are specified below.
Definition 1 (Exogenous stochastic processes): The shortterm and long-term CSI processes h s j (t) and h l j (t) are driven by the following stochastic differential equations (SDE),
where a H > 0, v j is the relative speed of the j-th link, and W t is a standard Brownian motion. The positive parameter a H specifies the time-correlation of the short-term exogenous processes {h s j (t)}. Accordingly, h s j (t) has a Gaussian stationary distribution and |h s j | follows a Rayleigh distribution [1] . On the other hand, defining (D min , v max ) 2c 0 ιD −ι−1 min v max , we have |dh l j | ≤ (D min , v max )dt. The parameter , represents the timescale of the long-term processes {h l j (t)}.
2) Information Structure and Control Variables:
We assume the following information structure in the wireless communication networks.
Assumption 1 (Signaling information structure): Each node k ∈ N has knowledge on the local CSI (short-term and long-term) (h s j , h l j ) for all the links j ∈ L that connect to node k. On the other hand, only the global long-term CSI h l = (h l 1 , . . . , h l NL ) is known at the central controller of the network.
Due to the information structure induced by the network topology, it is highly motivated to partition the controls into different timescales.
Definition 2 (Mixed Timescale Controls): The system has two sets of control variables, namely the short-term control and the long-term control. The short term control is denoted by a policy Ω s which maps the realization of CSI vector
Similarly, the long-term control is denoted by a policy Ω l which maps the realization of h l = (h l 1 , . . . , h l N ) to an action θ y ∈ R Ny + . For example, the short-term control θ x (t) = Ω s (h(t)) and the long-term control θ y (t) = Ω l (h l (t)) may correspond to the transmit power allocation on each link and the flow data rate control at the source nodes, respectively, in the example network in Fig. 1 .
3) Cross-layer Problem Formulation: A general mixed timescale cross-layer stochastic optimization problem can given as follows.
Problem 1 (Cross-layer stochastic optimization):
As an example, the utility function F ( ) in (3) can be a rate proportional fairness utility with power penalties, in the form of log(r) − p, where the data rate r corresponds to the longterm variable θ y and the power p corresponds to the short-term variable θ x . Correspondingly, the constraint functions w i can be the link capacity constraints and power constraints, and the q j can be the network flow balance constraints. P 0 can be decomposed into a family of inner problems and outer problems: Problem 2 (The inner problem): For given h s and h l ,
Problem 3 (The outer problem): For given h l ,
The collection of outer-problem solution θ * y (h l ) for each h l in (10)-(11) gives the optimal long-term policy Ω l * . Similarly, the collection of the solutionθ x (θ y , h s , h l ) to the inner problem P 1 (θ y , h l , h s ) for given θ y and CSI (h s , h l ) gives the short-term optimal policy Ω s * .
We assume the problem P 0 is convex, i.e., the objective function F ( ) is concave in (θ x , θ y ) and all the constraints are convex. Moreover, the subproblems are decomposed in such a way that P 1 can be solved in a distributive way at each (group of) node(s). As a result, P 1 can be solved much faster than P 2 , which requires a global coordination to adapt the control to the long-term CSI.
B. Iterative Solution of the Mixed-Timescale Stochastic Optimization Problem
The Lagrangian function of problem P 0 in (3) is given by,
where λ x,i ≥ 0 and λ y,j ≥ 0 are the Lagrange multipliers for the primal variables θ x and θ y , respectively. We are interested in the case where the inner and outer problems P 1 and P 2 do not have closed form solutions and iterations are needed to find the optimal solution. Partition the time into frames (with duration τ ) and slots. One frame consists of N s slots and local real-time CSI is acquired at each node at the beginning of each frame. Let x = (θ x , λ x ) be the variable for the short-term control and y = (θ y , λ y ) for the long-term control. During the n s -th slot and the n f -th frame (n f = n s /N s ), x ns and y n f are updated according to the following mixed-timescale iterations,
where γ is the step size 1 , and the gradient mappings G( ) and K( ) are given by
HereL( ) is an estimator of L( ) by dropping the expectation. Algorithm (13)-(14) is a stochastic gradient algorithm, since G( ) and K( ) are stochastic gradient estimators for the Lagrangian function L( ) in (12). From the theory of stochastic approximation [5] , when the CSI h l is static and h s (t) is changing sufficiently slow, (13)-(14) will track the time-varying optimal solution of P 0 . However, when h l (t) and h s (t) are both time-varying, where h s (t) is changing in a fast timescale, the convergence is not guaranteed. Consider y * (h l ) to be the stationary point of (14) andx(y, h s , h l ) to be the stationary point of (13) for a fixed y. The mean square tracking errors for the short-term variable x and long-term variable y are defined as
respectively.
In this paper, we shall focus on the tracking errors of the mixed timescale iteration (13)-(14) under mixed timescale CSI h l (t) and h s (t).
III. CONVERGENCE ANALYSIS VIA VSDS
A. VSDS for the Tracking Error Modeling 1) Motivations and Intuitions: To make use of the continuous-time Lyapunov analysis, we first approximate the discrete-time algorithm iterations x ns and y n f in (13)-(14) into continuous-time "mean" trajectories x c (t) and y c (t), which can be described by a system of ordinary differential equations (ODEs). We then investigate the dynamics of the moving target x(t) and y * (t). As a result, the tracking errors can be expressed as
are the scaled error gap between the discrete-time iterations (x ns , y n f ) in (13)-(14) and the "mean" continuous-time trajectory (x c (t), y c (t)), and x e c (t) x c (t) − x c (t) and y e c (t) y c (t) − y * c (t) are the scaled tracking error from the (x c (t), y c (t)) to the moving target (x(t), y * (t)).
2) Virtual Dynamic Systems: The dynamics of the mean continuous-time trajectories x c (t) and y c (t) are defined as follows.
Definition 3 (Mean continuous-time dynamic system (MCTS)):
The state trajectory of x c (t) and y c (t) are defined as the solutions to the following Skorohod reflective ODEs,
whereẋ c Moreover, using the CSI timescale separation property a H for h s (t) and h l (t), the dynamics of the moving target (x(t), y * (t)) can be characterized by the following lemma.
Lemma 1 (Dynamics of the moving target): Denote ψ : h l → y * is a mapping from the long-term CSI h l to the unique stationary point y * (h l ) in (14). Define G(x, y, h s , h l ) = G(x, y, h s , h l )+z x . The dynamics ofx c (t) and y * c (t) are given by
. Proof: Please refer to [6] for the proof.
In addition, we define a virtual stochastic dynamic system (VSDS) for the virtual error states x γ c (t), x e c (t), y γ c (t), and y e c (t). Define a joint virtual state
is a short-term virtual CSI state with initial value h s (0) = h s (0). Correspondingly, define a virtual long-term CSI state h l (t) as the solution
We use a short hand notation G −1
x G h s ( ) to stand for the matrix
The VSDS is defined as follows.
Definition 4 (VSDS): The virtual state trajectory of the VSDS u(t) is characterized by the following SDE,
Moreover, W t is a (2N x + 2N y + N )-dimensional Brownian motion, dZ u = 0 Nx , dZ y , dZ x + G −1 x G y ( )dZ y , 0 Ny , 0 N is the reflection term, and Σ(y; h l ) is the covariance matrix for the stochastic estimator K( ) in (14) .
The VSDS provides a weak convergence limit (convergence in distribution, c.f. [5] ) to the dynamics of the error gaps x γ c (t), x e c (t), y γ c (t), and y e c (t), as γ → 0.
Theorem 1 (Algorithm Tracking Errors and VSDS):
Assuming CSI timescale separation for h l (t) and h s (t), i.e., a H , the joint state ( x γ c , y γ c , x e c , y e c , h s ) weakly converges to u(t), as γ → 0, which is the solution to the VSDS in (24).
Proof: Please refer to [6] for the proof. The above results allow us to work with the VSDS in (24) to study the convergence of the mixed timescale tracking algorithm (13)-(14), which is summarized in the following corollary.
Corollary 1 (VSDS and the tracking errors):
The tracking errors defined in (17) and (18) can be upper bounded by, e x ≤ lim sup
, y c (t), and y e c (t) are the components of the joint state u(t) in the VSDS (24).
The above results suggest that the tracking errors consist of two parts: (i) steady state error γ x c 2 and γ y c 2 due to the constant step size γ used for discrete-time iterations (x ns , y n f ) in (13)-(14), and (ii) mean tracking error x e c (t) 2 and y e c (t) 2 due to the time variation of the CSI processes.
B. Convergence Analysis from the Stability of the VSDS
We perform a stochastic Lyapunov technique to study the stability of the VSDS. Towards this end, define a Lyapunov function on the trajectory u(t) as V (u) =
] . The following lemma shows the connection between the property of LV (u) and the stability of the VSDS. 
The above result is based on the Foster-Lyapunov criteria for continuous time processes and is a simple extension of the results in [7, Theorem 2] . It suggests that, by exploiting the property of the Lyapunov drift LV (u), we can find an upper bound of u(t) for the VSDS, which implies an upper bound of the tracking errors from Corollary 1. The results are summarized as follows.
Theorem 2 (Sufficient conditions for the algorithm stability): Assume CSI timescale separation for h l (t) and h s (t), i.e., a H . Suppose that there exist
Then the sufficient condition for the algorithm to be stable is given by
where α x and α y satisfy x T G x ( )x ≤ −α x x 2 and y T K y ( )y ≤ −α y y 2 for all feasible (x, y) on the trajectory (x ns , y n f ), and α, l x and l y are positive algorithm specific parameters. Moreover, if Σ lim sup t→∞ 1 t´t 0 tr Σ(y * (h l (τ ))) dτ < ∞, the tracking errors e x and e y are bounded by
, and N is the dimension of the CSI vector h s .
Proof: Please refer to [6] for the proof. The above results have several implications on the convergence: i) Convergence of the inner problem: The term N s 8α x − aH τ Nsγ v 2 H specifies the convergence behavior of the inner problem. For a given a H , we need to have sufficiently fast inner iterations (α x ) or sufficient number of slots per frame (N s ) in order to have bounded tracking error. ii) Convergence of the outer problem and the coupling effect: To achieve the stability, we not only desire small v H and l x , which represent the sensitivity ofx(t) w.r.t. the change of h s (t), but also want the parameters l y and v y to be small, which means that y * shall not be quite sensitive to the bias induced by the tracking error x ns −x(y n f , ). iii) Impact of the algorithm parameters: One can reduce the frame duration τ (as long as τ is larger than the signaling latency), increase the number of slots N s per frame, or increase the step size γ to reduce the tracking error, with the price of large signaling overhead, high computational complexity and larger steady state error O(γ).
IV. NUMERICAL RESULTS
We consider the wireless heterogeneous relay network in Fig. 1, with parameters v max = 100 km/h, D min = 75 m, ι = 1.8 and c 0 = D ι min . Correspondingly, the long-term CSI timescale parameter is = 6 × 10 −4 sec −1 . The control objective is to determine the flow rate congestion control r and power allocation p according to the proportional fair utility with power penalty, i.e., F (p, r) = log(r j ) − V p i . The frame duration is τ = 1 ms, and the inner iteration (13) is updated for N s = 50 steps in each frame. Besides the proposed two-timescale algorithm, two baselines are considered: 1) Onetimescale centralized algorithm based on real-time global CSI [8] : At each frame, a deterministic cross-layer optimization problem is solved and the control is adaptive to real-time CSI realizations. 2) One-timescale centralized algorithm based on statistical CSI [3] : The cross-layer controls adapt to CSI distributions. Fig. 2 shows the throughput performance. Baseline 1 is evaluated under both scenarios of 5 ms signaling latency and no latency. As the CSI varies faster, the throughput performance decreases for the two-timescale algorithm. However, baseline 1 is very sensitive to signaling latency and baseline 2 does not exploit the short-term transmission opportunity. Whereas the proposed two-timescale algorithm is robust to signaling latency and has the best performance for a H ≤ 20 and signaling latency being considered. V. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we have analyzed the convergence behavior of a mixed timescale iterative algorithm for solving a crosslayer stochastic optimization driven by multi-timescale CSI. We partitioned the control variables into short-term control variables and long-term control variables. We derived a VSDS and showed that studying the algorithm convergence is equivalent to studying the stochastic stability of the VSDS. Using Lyapunov stochastic stability analysis, we derived a tracking error upper bound in terms of the parameters of the mixed timescale CSI process. Numerical results matched with the theoretical insights and demonstrated performance advantage for the proposed mixed timescale algorithm.
